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FREE Ë Saphirblau Î Gwen S Life Has Been A Roller Coaster Since She Discovered She
Was The Ruby, The Final Member Of The Secret Time Traveling Circle Of Twelve In

Between Searching Through History For The Other Time Travelers And Asking For A Bit Of
Their Blood Gross , She S Been Trying To Figure Out What All The Mysteries And
Prophecies Surrounding The Circle Really MeanAt Least Gwen Has Plenty Of Help Her
Best Friend Lesley Follows Every Lead Diligently On The Internet James The Ghost
Teaches Gwen How To Fit In At An Th Century Party And Xemerius, The Gargoyle Demon
Who Has Been Following Gwen Since He Caught Her Kissing Gideon In A Church, Offers
Advice On Everything Oh, Yes And Of Course There Is Gideon, The Diamond One Minute
He S Very Warm Indeed The Next He S Freezing Cold Gwen S Not Sure What S Going On
There, But She S Pretty Much Destined To Find Out Am Unabridged Recording Hours,
Minutes

I Need The Part Three Now.We get time travels than in the first book, that one was
definitely the introductory book to this worldAlso finally we discover the meaning of
something that has been mentioned in the prophecy, which I believe it was pretty obvious

since the first time it was mentioned but it is what it is We will get some answers and
questions too I suspect that many explanations are being saved for the third and last part
Overall, the plot is quite simple This instalment is funny, entertaining and very well written
as the first part.I m in love with this series Unfortunately it s an incontrovertible fact that
sound common sense flies out of the window as soon as love comes in through the door
Even better than Ruby Red Because of Xemerius why didn t she introduce him in the first
book and because of that hilarious ball where Gwyneth Gwendolyn which is her actual
name in the German and original version of this book is getting incredibly drunk and
doesthings she definitely wouldn t do when sober.I rarely have this much fun when reading
a book but this series brought tears to my eyes several times from laughing too hard.Find of
my books on Instagram Oh my gosh, do I really have to wait for OCTOBER for this book to
be translated into English AHHH I m so excited And I suppose by October I ll be stuck back
in dinky Dayton so I ll have to wait even longer to get my hands on a copy Maybe I should
just re read Ruby RedFinished 12 28 12 sigh So much potential So, so much potential
Unfortunately, it doesn t live up to it.The plot is still interesting In fact, its creative and fun
and quite enjoyable But the characters Oi The characters absolutely ruin this book Lets take
our fearless hero, Gideon, for example He s a boy toy with no real purpose but to look
prety, be occasionally vexing, and be good at kissing He is unlikely in the extreme and
every high school girls fantasy Of course, he is also the most misunderstood character
around and really in love with ther heroine In love Psha That brings me to my main problem
with Gideon.His awful, awful declaration of love It abrupt, random, and dreadful It sounds
like someone on a Jane Austen high He s barely known this girl a few days and he s
declaring his love which, apparently, translates to when I see you, all I want to do is
makeout so obviously I m head over heels There is no real conception of what love is in this
book Its all lust and hormones and emotional hype Gideon s character is, as I said, a
teenage girl s characterization of the perfect guy There is nothing wrong with him, his main
goal is to protect the girl, oh yeah, and all he wants to do is kiss.There is nothing to him
though Sure, he plays the violin and piano and hates musicals, but is any of that depthNo
Its nonsense to make it appear attractive to our hormonal town crierI mean, our heroine
Gwen.Gwen, Gwen, Gwen Oi vey Her main issue in life is Gideon Its almost sickening
Because here is the dealhe s all she thinks about Ever Even though the entire bloody world
is counting on her, even though she can travel in time, even though she has a pet gargoyle,
her every waking moment is spent in contemplation of Gideon s hair.Or his clothing.Or how
hot he is.Did I mention the paragraphs upon paragraphs about how attractive he looks at
random moments Delete that from the book, and you have an intresting, entertaining story
Its not needed In fact, it would be so, so much better without it Because honestly, Gwen has
no depth She s hormonal in the extreme, dumb on top of that, and makes such obvious
blunders in judging poor Gideon s character that it really is irritating This book is also rather
crude Its crass Whether its her random and unneeded commentary about The Pill with her

Grandfather, or the random and unneede groping in the eighteenth century, or the
reference to kissing and sex on every pagethis book is just not good Yet it is all somehow
love On top of our two obnoxious love birds, the plot has several puzzling inconsistencies
Like, where the heck did Lesley and Gwen find those numbers Yes, I know, in the library,
but when were they looking Just a randomly added details.And sentences like I ll get to that
in a moment when explaining why the gargoyle wasn t there Or Gideon s younger brother
conveniently liking Lesley and knowing where the numbers came from I m looking forward
to the next book being translated, and I will read it I enjoyed a lot of Sapphire Blue
Unfortunately, I was also frustrated by it There is a lot that could have been done with it, but
instead all that is left is one hormonal scene fraught with tears and the breaking of hearts
after anther.I hope the final installment in the series will prove to be a delightful tye in to
everything butI don t have high hopes We can only pray that it won t descend lower than
falling on the couch. True love knows no constrains, no locks or bars Past every obstacle it
makes its way.It spreads its wings to soar toward the stars, No earthly power will make it
stop or stayI literally fly through this book in 1 day, and I have no regrets There is really
nothing WOW about these books so I really don t know why I like this series so much
Saphire Blue was much better than Ruby Red Gwen was really funny and sweet in this
book She is really relatable and she handles the situation very well because honestly if
what happened to her happened to me I d freak out wayyy before Leslie still is one of my
favorite character in the book I love how she tries to help Gwen with all that s going on I
want Xemerius Yes I want a sarcastic sassy invisible gargoyle as a pet Gideon needs to get
his shit back together I still don t understand him and have mixed feeling about him I really
really hope he will have the character development I am waiting for since book 1 One little
flaw in this book is the romance Everything happened so fast and it kinda feels like insta
love, and I really wish that Gwen could less swoon over Gideon, but it s still not a big
problem The biggest flaw in this series is Charlotte though, can she somehow vanish
already I loved drunk Gwen btw, she was so cute
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